How Do We Stop It?
Strategies for Pushing
Back Corporate U.
by David Bordelon

I N T R O B Y D AV E I A S E V O L I

“Let your life be a counter-friction to stop the machine.”
— HENRY DAVID THOREAU, CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
Every faculty member needs to read this, and reread this, and read it
outside and inside the offices of administration on her/his university
campus. Bordelon reasons, with passion and precision, about our
need to fight back against the forces of management and corporatization that have besieged the Academy. He provides pragmatic suggestions for not merely resisting the business-model of education, but for
beating back the Bottom-Liners. His suggestions demand “information,
communication, and determination” in order for us to show the public
that we work with students—and not “stakeholders” or consumers—
to deepen the wells of knowledge necessary to realize
the USA’s democratic ideals.
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T

he thought on many an academic’s mind today is
how to stop it. The “it”? The barrage of reports,
papers, and interviews stating that higher education needs to embrace “disruptive change,” treat students like customers, and
become more entrepreneurial. In short, colleges must adopt a business model, or
like blacksmith shops in the age of automobiles, find themselves mere curios, quaint
but outmoded heritage industries. This attack comes from all quarters: government,
think tanks, even from within the academy itself.1
The response of academics generally takes two paths: indignation or resignation.
Just read the online comments after one of Thomas Friedman’s op-ed takedowns
of higher education, “Revolution Hits the Universities,” or the latest
Chronicle of Higher Education effusion patiently explaining how “How
Disruption Can Help Colleges Thrive,” to see the richness and depth of
academics’ critique of flawed arguments.2 The problem is we’re fighting a
rearguard battle, trying to argue rationally where an ideology of “business
first” already has been established. And with papers to grade, research to
complete, and articles to write, we end up complaining to each other in
the hallways, sighing and shrugging, and then getting back to the real
work of academia. In the meantime, “it” rolls on, powered by think tanks,
policy wonks, and college administrators with time to kill.
But as the ranks of full-time faculty steadily shrink, and the ranks of
David Bordelon is an associate professor of English at Ocean County College in Toms River,
New Jersey, where he teaches a variety of composition and literature courses. His scholarship
focuses on 19h century American literature with an emphasis on print culture. As the president
of the Faculty Association of Ocean County College (faocc.org), he is putting to practice what
he preaches.
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adjuncts and administrators rise, it’s clear that inaction will lead to a race
to the bottom.3 And no one wants to be the last professor cast out of
Corporate U.
So what’s the plan? How can faculty stem the “business as usual” tide
that permeates so much of the discourse in higher education today?
What follows are a series of suggestions gleaned from research on
higher education trends, education, and psychology. Most will be familiar—they are things academics
know we should do. Collected
So what’s the plan? How
together they seem less formidable: a way to shift from a shrug to
can faculty stem the
action. And that is what is needed
“business as usual” tide
now: action. The suggestions that
that permeates so much
follow can be grouped into three
broad, easy-to-recall categories:
of the discourse in higher
(1) information, (2) communicaeducation today?
tion, (3) determination.
I N F O R M AT I O N

Public discussion about the future of higher education abounds with
confusions of purpose, faulty cause and effect, straw men arguments, and
false analogies. What’s needed is specific, accurate information to reshape
a mental landscape that has been distorted with the discourse and mental
armature of the corporate world. “Credentialing.” “Silos.” “Stakeholders.”
“Branding.” This is what now passes as cogent thinking about higher
education. Oddly, despite the recent track record of business in America,
these metaphors have somehow captured the imagination of many interested in post-secondary education.4 While it’s easy for academics to dismiss this as the blather of business, the words used to frame discussions
about college matter because, as Neil Postman observed in his prescient
The End of Education, “A metaphor is not an ornament. It is an organ of
perception.”5 The ramifications for education are many. As Postman suggests, “Are [students] patients to be cared for? Troops to be disciplined?
Sons and daughters to be nurtured? Personnel to be trained? Resources to
be developed?”6 Given the entrepreneurial bent of the actors currently
strutting on the higher education stage, it’s clear they believe students are
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resources to be exploited: walking wallets. Luckily for academics—and
students—the most common arguments invoked to describe college as a
business can be easily refuted.
Information: Delivery v. Education
Delivery of content and education are not the same thing, and yet
their conflation forms the basis of many misperceptions in higher education today. For example, The
Chronicle’s Jeffery Selingo argues in
If delivery was truly at
College Unbound that the core purpose of college is “information
the core of education,
delivery.”7 Disproving this canard
Gutenberg nailed the
entails a simple explanation of the
coffin shut on innovation
difference between delivery and
learning. Yes, information can be
in the 15th century.
“delivered,” but multiple modes of
information isn’t new at all: remember lectures, books, tele-courses, and the Great Courses audio and DVD
series? If delivery was truly at the core of education, Gutenberg nailed the
coffin shut on innovation in the 15th century. Print, whether on paper or
pixels, can easily provide much of the information delivered on campus.
The problem with Selingo’s argument is that the purpose of college is
education, and actual education doesn’t occur on the page or online. It’s
what students do with information that results in “higher” learning. What
skills do they develop? Can they take existing information and make it
into something new? Noam Chomsky offers a challenge to the ideology
of education as content, noting that the purpose of college isn’t “to pour
information into somebody’s head which will then leak out.”8 Instead it
should “enable [students] to become creative, independent people who
can find excitement in discovery and creation and creativity at whatever
level or in whatever domain their interests carry them.”9 The true “disruption” isn’t education itself, it’s in how material and instruction can be
presented.
Exhibit A in the confusion between delivery and education are massive, open, online courses, or MOOCs. With their elimination of pesky
faculty and emphasis on a star system of professors (think Harvard, think
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branding), MOOCs best represent the latest iteration of Corporate U.
Pro-business pundits such as Friedman, with his usual breathless ardor,
write that “nothing has more potential to enable us to reimagine higher
education than the massive open online course, or MOOC, platforms
that are being developed by the likes of Stanford and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and companies like Coursera and Udacity.”10
Given his embrace of all things entrepreneurial, it’s no surprise that
Selingo, who like Friedman
believes that “American higher
The acolytes of the tech
education has lost its way,” sees
MOOCs as the “turning point”
gods seem to forget that a
in the current “revolution” sweepmajor part of education
ing higher ed.11 In the summer of
involves feedback from
2011, Teresa Sullivan, president
of the University of Virginia, dispeople...
covered the hard way the revolutionary power MOOCs hold over
the unenlightened. Her board of trustees fell under the sway of Freidman’s
gospel of technology and forced her to resign because they felt she wasn’t
moving quickly enough to join the open course bandwagon with Harvard
and Stanford.12 But those preaching the MOOC gospel have been presented with evidence that theirs is a false god. The latest data from the
MOOC Research Initiative, a Bill and Melinda Gates cheering squad for
all things MOOC, shows that from student persistence to academic quality, they fail to live up to their hype.13
The acolytes of the tech gods seem to forget that a major part of
education involves feedback from people with a deep understanding of
the field of knowledge under discussion. And who will provide this feedback? Who will stand in the labs, showing students the subtle differences
between a Pseudomonas aeruginosa and a Pseudomonas fluorescens? Or sit
in an office patiently explaining why a more specific example from The
Things They Carried is needed to show that it is really a love story? Or
provide suggestions on the draft of an essay weighing the differences
between the Chicago and behavioral school economists? That’s where the
carbon-based delivery system—a teacher—comes in.
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Information: Students are not Customers
More than 10 years ago, West Virginia’s Higher Education Chancellor
J. Michael Mullen voiced the concern of the business-minded: “But if
institutions don’t treat students as customers, it’s possible that they’ll take
their nickels and dimes somewhere else.”14 This idea, that students are
consumers, not learners, has become one of the most pernicious aspects of
the businessification of higher education. It reduces the faculty/student
relationship to the profit motive.
One obvious problem with this
At its most basic level, the logic is that there are many other
models to adopt. Why not an
customer analogy doesn’t
apprentice model? An intern model?
work. Students don’t buy
Or the teacher/student model which
credits; they earn them.
has existed for ages?
At its most basic level, the cusEducation is not a simple
tomer analogy doesn’t work.
transaction.
Students don’t buy credits; they
earn them. Education, resisting the
pressure for efficiency dictated by the marketplace, is not a simple transaction. Learning is a complicated mental and physical process involving
information, demonstration of skills, feedback, persistence, assessment,
and mental change, most of which is intangible. No matter how hard
businesses try, it cannot be placed in a shopping bag or online cart. Yes, it
can be paid for, but that still doesn’t make students customers. Instead it
signals a desire on the part of students to enter the world of academics, a
place where the “customer” is explicitly not always right. Indeed, that
realization is an important part of the learning process.
And realistically, do students really want to be treated like customers
by their professors? Do they want a “would you like fries with that?” mentality governing their education? To reduce students to customers is to
reduce education to a cash transaction. Should colleges and faculty treat
students as dollar signs or as people interested in learning and mental
growth? We can point to the recent catastrophe of the financial industry
to see how “clients” or “customers” are treated when they are viewed, to
borrow the words of Chancellor Mullen, as so many “nickels and dimes.”
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Information: Education is not a Commodity
Closely connected to the student-as-customer fallacy is the notion
that education is a commodity, like pork bellies or wheat futures. This fits
nicely into a corporate model where student learning is just like any other
product, something to be quantified, packaged, and then sold at a profit.
This confusion is understandable. Books are a commodity. Classrooms are
a commodity. Laptops are a commodity. Even the labor of teaching is a
kind of commodity. All of these
contribute to learning, but they
The hope of entrepreneurs
are not education itself.
The hope of entrepreneurs is
is that education can be
that education can be commodicommodified and
fied and packaged into an online
packaged into an online
pellet, much like Willy Wonka’s
dream of a meal in a pill. For
pellet, much like Willy
them, it’s all about monetizing:
Wonka’s dream of a meal
start with an initial investment,
and then sit back and wait for
in a pill.
high returns to a small group of
investors. This dream is coming
to fruition through the efforts of publishers such as Pearson and Kaplan,
who offer packages of “modules” designed to “teach” students.15 A market
cycle is created when these “products” are then proselytized in advertisements masquerading as scholarship.16 But higher learning is not an MP3
file or a bit or pixel. Yes, students can register and pay online for a course;
yes, they can get “content” online, but because a life of the mind is ephemeral, education cannot be transferred and sold to the highest bidder.
While the actual desire for education is subject to the laws of supply and
demand and income (is there an opening at College X? Can I afford the
tuition?), education itself is determined and limited by factors such as
individual interests, skills, and temperament, and thus doesn’t lend itself
easily to a symbol to be tracked on the Dow ticker. Of course the
University of Phoenix’s profits can be tracked and reported in the Wall
Street Journal, but again, that’s the business side of education, not education itself.
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Information: Follow the Money
The real disruption at play here is economic. While politicians and
others preach the importance of higher education and worry about
America’s ability to compete in global markets, they don’t want to pay for
it. In 2008, for instance, the chancellor of the University of Tennessee
proposed that the state’s higher education institutions adopt a “business
model” to compensate for a “projected 20 percent cut in state funding.”17
The disruptive force here involved
the elimination of teachers from
The calls for a business
the educational model; students
model follow a predictable willing to “work online with no
support from a faculty mempattern; the people leading direct
ber” would receive a tuition disthe charge are seldom those count.18 Eliminating the teacher
from the course, however, is merely
providing (teachers)
a symptom of the larger social disor receiving (students) the ease: the problem is less a crisis of
funding than of priority. While the
education.
public clamors for college for all, it
balks at the costs such an effort
19
entails. The math is clear: between 1985 and 2010, the ratio of funds for
public institutions was reversed, with state or public funds dropping from
two- to one-third of institutional revenues, while tuition rose from oneto two-thirds.20
The calls among college trustees and administrators for a business
model follow a predictable pattern; the people leading the charge are seldom those providing (teachers) or receiving (students) the education.
Trustees, often chosen from the ranks of successful business people in the
hope of donational largesse, are more enamored with the pages of the Wall
Street Journal than the New York Review of Books. For example, the board
that orchestrated the ouster of Teresa Sullivan, headed by real estate
developer Helen Dragas, resorted to business-speak to describe the problem at the University of Virginia: it needed “systemic restructuring,” code
words for firing people and bringing in new bodies.21 More generally, they
are often connected to pro-business think tanks or political parties that
stand to gain from a pro-business approach. Benjamin Ginsberg reports
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that some board members “make insider deals in which the institution
purchases goods, services, or property from companies linked to their
board members.”22 As such, they stand to financially benefit by diverting
some of the funds from the cash cow that is higher education into their
own coffers. This worship of business ideology, and its concomitant love
of management, leads to a trickle-down effect on campuses, which are
now awash with consultants, administrators, and support staff. The New
England Center for Investigative
Journalism recently published a
The worship of business
report that provides a number to a
phenomena most of us have
ideology, and its
noticed on campuses: administraconcomitant love of
tive and professional staff levels
management, leads to a
have increased by more than half
23
over the last 25 years. This is all
trickle-down effect on
at the expense of faculty, the percampuses...
sonnel with whom students have
the most contact.
A more direct point to address is the shift from full- to part-time
teachers. In 1975, part-timers made up 43.2 percent of faculty; by 2011,
the number was 70.2 percent.24 And the word choice is important here:
part-time, not contingent. Teachers, not faculty. This more direct language communicates more clearly to the public what is at stake: time and
teaching. Do students want teachers who are harried and running from
school to school trying to patch together a lower-middle class life? Or do
they want a stable, engaged faculty interested in maintaining long-term
contact with them? Do employers and taxpayers want teachers who are
“incentivized” to please students with an “easy A” due to fear of non-renewal? Or do they want tenured full-time faculty who are free to provide
an academically rigorous education?25
These questions all point to the damage visited upon colleges when
an education based on money instead of instruction is the rule. Caveat
emptor, indeed.
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C O M M U N I C AT I O N

While this pool of information is helpful, faculty can’t just talk to
themselves. Communication with the public is the necessary next step.
Unfortunately, there’s an established narrative peddled by media darlings
such as ex-Washington D.C. School Chancellor Michelle Rhee and the
various anti-union groups associated with the billionaire, right-wing
Koch brothers. Their message boils down to a slogan ready-made for a
public looking for someone to
blame: education in American
Words matter. Workers.
sucks because teachers have too
much power. They suggest it’s time
Teachers. Students.
clean up Dodge and treat it like
Overpaid administrators. to
any other industry: “Let the experts
Out-of-touch trustees.
take over and all will be well.”
Unsurprisingly, their “experts” tout
Full time. Part time.
a corporate agenda.
But this default turn to “business as savior” provides a weakness that can be readily exploited. Working
to our advantage is the public respect—alone, it appears, among major
institutions—that higher education possesses. A 2011 Lumina/Gallup
poll found that 70 percent of Americans are satisfied with the “quality of
American colleges and universities.”26 In the same year, a Gallup survey
on confidence found that “Big Business” could only muster a 19 percent
approval rating.27 Obviously, those fighting Corporate U. would have a
willing audience. What should we say to them? For starters, we need to
expose the fallacies regarding education and business (noted above), and
then connect them to the lack of trust in corporations.
Here we can borrow a lesson from the masters of coercive messaging
and branding: corporate America. But this poses an immediate problem.
How to get a group of people trained to think independently—the professoriate—to present the cohesive front necessary for a messaging campaign? One way is to appeal to our innate desire to educate. The public
has been sold a false bill of goods, providing us with a “teaching moment.”
How to address this moment, as academics are well aware, varies depending on the audience. For campus consumption, the Princeton economist
Daniel Kahneman offers a dense but cogent discourse. His language, and
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the theories behind it, including “affect heuristic,” “availability cascade,”
and “planning fallacy,” are drawn from a wealth of cognitive research, and
can be used to combat the errors in the college-is-failing-so-we-need-toturn-to-businessfor-help line of thinking.28
For the general public, frame the issue by appealing to prevailing
anxieties about stagnant wages for workers (the 99 percent), rising salaries
for administrators (the 1 percent), and the exploitation of students who
pay full tuition for part-time workers. As noted earlier, words matter.
Workers. Teachers. Students. Overpaid administrators. Out-of-touch
trustees. Full time. Part time. Profit motive. These words and phrases can
move the debate, making it part of the growing discontent with the corporatization of America.
But directly refuting the party lines—delivery is not education; students are not consumers; education is not a commodity; beware of corporate influence—is not enough. What we need is a narrative shift from a
disruptive to academic view of higher education. This shift is crucial
because it negates the caricature of faculty as out of touch and motivated
by mere self-interest.29 Faculty must focus on what they understand: education. To that end, Andrew Delbanco provides a list of the “qualities of
mind” which can serve as a template for a more positive, less defensive
narrative on the meaning and purpose of college. He writes that it should
provide:
A skeptical discontent with the present, informed by a sense of the past.
The ability to make connections among seemingly disparate phenomena.
Appreciation of the natural world, enhanced by knowledge of science and
the arts.
A willingness to imagine experience from perspectives other than one’s own.
A sense of ethical responsibility.30

While this can—and will—be amended by individual faculty, such a
list should be part of an academic’s rhetorical arsenal. Its appeal lies in its
inviolability: who would disagree with any of these ideas? And that is
what is needed, an endorsement of an authentic college education, with
its compassion and rigor intact, unmediated by the profit motive.
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Of course digital media provides a ready and inexpensive platform for
dissemination of these ideas. A website with a collection of budget documents from specific schools detailing the millions of dollars spent on
consultants, administrative salaries, and retreats can open the eyes of
taxpayers ready to pounce on fiscal mismanagement. Blog posts, tweets,
or letters to the editor can provide an intelligent and sustained counter
narrative to the prevailing gospel of disruption, and spread the good word
about the need for genuine higher
education. With an emphasis on
For a nation in thrall
the positive, faculty can explain
how a business-first agenda is antiof spectacle, such actions
thetical to true education. And if
are tailor-made to focus
trustees turn a deaf ear to faculty
attention... [Then] faculty concerns, go right up the food
chain to local, state, and federal
can do what they do best:
government officials, with approinstruct.
priately pitched messages to each.
While trustees may not listen to
faculty, they do respond to political pressure: faculty need to start pressing
the appropriate buttons.
More direct action can help as well. Picket lines remain an effective
way to get media attention: video loves a protest. The key is to remain on
message. For this kind of action, designed for public consumption, participants should agree and prepare two or three talking points—and be ready
to direct journalists or potential allies to websites with additional information. Collecting e-mail addresses, Twitter accounts, and mobile phone
numbers for text blasts can expand communication networks beyond the
confines of a campus. Students are often interested in pushing back
against corporate agendas as well. At UVA, students protested Sullivan’s
ouster by spray painting G-R-E-E-D on the colonial-era columns of the
rotunda.31 For a nation in thrall of spectacle, such actions are tailor-made
to focus attention, and once attention is gained, faculty can do what they
do best: instruct.
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D E T E R M I N AT I O N

But to be blunt, we face a long haul. Faculty now find themselves
tasked with explaining the reality of college education to an audience
conditioned to accept a myth. At times this will seem like a Sisyphean
ordeal. We must prepare to be discouraged and to lose many battles but,
also, ultimately to win the war. (Given how beleaguered most faculty feel,
military metaphors are inevitable). Those who see college as a business
have one thing in their favor: money, and the time and energy it can buy.
They can write (or more likely, hire ghostwriters to write) propagandist
reports, shift funding, attend meetings and retreats with like-minded
people, all to further their agenda. Meanwhile, those who actually do the
“business” of college are too busy preparing lessons, keeping abreast of the
latest research, grading papers, or teaching in a classroom to explain the
obvious: college exists for the education of students, not the predations of
business.
Yet there are victories we should celebrate and look to for instruction.
President Sullivan’s victory over the UVA board is a sign that, with a
united front, the rush for corporatization can be stemmed, and more
thoughtful and measured thinking about college administration and
instruction can be maintained. A number of recent editorials in the New
York Times criticizing the rise of administration and the growth of parttime faculty demonstrate that the problems of “it” are no longer solely the
province of campus hallway conversations.32
Faculty need to add their voices to the long continuum of American
resistance to domination by the powerful. We need to follow the example
of that icon of prickly intelligence, Henry David Thoreau, whose “Civil
Disobedience” offers a philosophy well-suited to the avocational nature of
teaching: “Let your life be a counter-friction to stop the machine.”33
Yes, it’s time to apply counter friction. It’s time to stop it.
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